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beauty of daily life, to show how the
facts in his care\:!r.
most
commonplace tasks, done in the
Roald Amundsen was born at
right way, with the right spirit, can
Bone, .·orway, i.n l:SI2 , and is therebe made channels of self-expression
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Frederick A. Cook being the physivr its significant features ls that all
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in the tiny sealer, the Gjoa, had for
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unknown Eskimo
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tribe. In 1905 Amundsen brought
News Item---"Capt. Amundsen d1scovered the pole in his undershirt.''
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they may hope to find that life does
into Alaskan waters, and in 1906 renot exist for work. but rather work
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lecturers
obtainable.
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north pole. after which Amundsen Grim despair was staring him in the
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he told his men of the situation and repulsion for the sacred exercises of Onward, far up toward the laughing, gations for new and varigated char- May 11 to 14.
acteristics with regard to the I!fe and
sky;
that instead of continuing on their the morning, the journalistic aspirtrip for Bering Strait they would ant jerked the front porch of his hat 'l,'hat Js the message you sweetly works of that famous coterie of litsing?
erati, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and SHALL I SNUB THE GIRL IN THE
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other
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On the coming of the ing as he passed. He was about to
Y. W. C. A. April 15, 4: 20.
southern spring be started on his turn the rear corner when a deep That in my happiness I might im- and we take this opportunity to fepart
licitate ourselves on the membership
memorable dash in November, 1911, bass voice ahead arrested him. He
reaching the pole, which was about recognized at once the tragic tones To all who come near me with Win- of the faculty of a man of such cali- CA1\IPUS DAY COI\11\fiTI'EE BUSY
ber as 1\Ir. Allen, and we wish hi.m
ter in heart
7 o0 miles from his main base of sup- of one "Jumbo," of football fame.
The Campus Day committee has
"Yas," he was drawllng, "that's
As Herald the joys of Life's. successful and fulfilling speed in his
plies, on the 14th of December. He
Spring.
journey to European lands, where been more than busy during the past
and b:ls men remained at the pole my idea of success. I'm going to
-J. A., '16.
he will undoubtedly gain impetus week in arranging details for the
for three days, taking observations, ~1ook a contract with some good high
anew toward the furthering of the big day-which is named for May 2.
setting up flags at various points in school and show the other dubs what
numerous
conferThe Misses WllhelmJ.na Lange, "best that is known and thought in It has held
the neighborhood, and erecting a a real team is ll.ke."
"But you 'll have to do something Ruth Doty, and Helen Sodorf were the world." We unselfishly hope, in ences with President Bryan, Prot~nt on the spot where they supposed
tl:e pole to be located. A Norwegian beside coaching, Jum," somebody guests of honor at a formal party last future years, to profit by his added fessor Morris ot the Hort. departProfessor Allen will ment and with the head of the home
Saturday evening at the home of knowledge.
eag was fixed to the top of the tent, suggested.
"Well, of course, I'll probably Earl Harper, at Johnson. Mr. Harp· take his final examination tor the economics department. Next week's
and, as we have lately learned,
.Amundsen al ·o wrote a letter to the have to help the boys keep out of er was formerly a student at W. doctor's degree in June, and will then Issue of The Evergreen w1Il contain
the plans In tull.
sail for Europe.
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